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Abstract
The present study examined the manner in which a disclaimer “I don’t know” 
is employed in second language (L2) learners’ pair-work conversations and how it 
contributes to their negotiations when they have different answers during the tasks. 
The results of the data analyses revealed that the first speaker’s backdown using 
a disclaimer to the second speaker’s disagreement-implicative response resulted in 
both disagreement and agreement. In such sequences, the first speaker attempts to 
remedy a perceived communication problem by displaying uncertainty, preparing for 
a possible compromise with the second speaker’s dispreferred action, and providing 
the next slot for the second speaker to present his or her view. The second speaker 
attempts to remedy it by clarifying his or her stance in a pending second pair part.
The results also showed that, when a disclaimer is produced after some turns in 
expanded sequences, it may be preceded by some other interactional devices such as 
minimal vocalizations, repair initiators, and accounts or elaborations of a prior claim. In 
expanded negotiation sequences, the producer of a disclaimer not only deals with the 
different view of the interlocutor, but also signifies a potential source of disagreement 
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Introduction
When a speaker makes an utterance that solicits a response, the recipient’s 
response or lack of response is interpreted with respect to the speaker’s initiating 
speech. In conversation, the recipient regularly responds to the speaker’s assertion or 
claim with an agreement or disagreement. This set of actions, an assertion or claim as 
the first pair part and an agreement or disagreement as the second pair part, is called 
an adjacency pair because of the structural and relational contiguity. In an adjacency 
pair, the first pair part requires a conditionally relevant second pair part, and the 
second pair part recognizes and fulfills the expectations of the first pair part at a 
transition relevance place set up by the first pair part. Whatever utterance follows a 
first pair part will be monitored by the speaker of the first pair part for whether it 
works as a relevant second pair part, and if such a second pair part is not produced, 
it is recognized as a noticeable, official, and consequential absence (Sacks, Schegloff, & 
Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff, 1968).
Although agreements and disagreements are alternate second pair parts to 
assertions or claims, they are not identical configurations (Pomerantz, 1984a; Sacks, 
1987). According to Pomerantz (1984a) and Mori (1999), agreements tend to be short 
and produced immediately after assertions or claims. Disagreements, on the other 
hand, tend to be lengthy, more elaborate, and are often delayed with inter-turn gaps, 
turn-initial hedges such as “I don’t know,” discourse markers such as “uh” and “well,” 
and repair initiators such as requests for clarification and confirmation. They may 
also be prefaced with weak agreements, or pro forma agreements, and accompany 
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accounts, excuses, and disclaimers such as “I don’t know” (Schegloff, 2007).
However, a recipient may not always respond directly to a speaker’s expression. 
When this occurs, the speaker may abandon the attempt to get a response, infer the 
recipient’s response, or pursue a relevant response. If the speaker pursues a response, 
several remedial actions may be performed. One such remedial action is pre-emptive 
reformulation of the first pair part. The speaker may clarify the referent by supplying 
a more understandable reference to replace the troublesome one. The speaker may 
also review his or her version of the facts in order to fill in potential holes in shared 
background information. As a third tactic, the speaker may modify the initial claim 
and take a different stance from the original one, thereby reversing the preference of 
the first pair part (Pomerantz, 1984b; Schegloff, 2007).
A speaker’s remedial actions are not just performed for an assertion or claim that 
did not receive a relevant response. Davidson (1984) examined a speaker’s pursuit of 
a response with a subsequent version when a recipient responds with a delay, weak 
acceptance, or actual rejection of the speaker’s invitation, offer, request, or proposal. 
She noted that subsequent versions indicate the speaker’s attempt to deal with a 
potential or actual rejection and provide a next place for the recipient to respond. 
If the recipient does not accept the invitation, offer, request, or proposal after a 
subsequent version, the speaker may produce yet another subsequent version in 
pursuit of acceptance.
Agreements with assertions or claims are generally considered as preferred second 
pair parts because they align with the activity undertaken by the first pair parts and 
support the accomplishment of the ongoing activity, whereas disagreements support 
distancing from the activity initiated by first pair parts and disfavor the advancement 
of the initiated activity. However, responses to self-deprecation may not function in 
this common preference organization. Agreement with self-deprecation is dispreferred 
when criticizing a co-participant is viewed as impolite, hurtful, and wrong, but 
disagreement with self-deprecation is preferred when supporting a co-participant is 
viewed as natural, right, and desirable (Pomerantz, 1984a). In the case of language 
assessment interviews, an interviewer may or may not respond with disagreement 
with an applicant’s self-deprecation depending on whether or not the topic is about the 
applicant’s language proficiency (Lazaraton, 1997). Thus, preference organization does 
not always reside in certain speech acts but operates contextually and selects the 
course of action contingent on the ongoing activity (Schegloff, 2007).
Preferred actions are simple and contiguous in structure compared to dispreferred 
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actions (Davidson, 1984; Mori, 1999, Pomerantz, 1984a; Sacks, 1987). Or rather, the 
contiguity and alignment of the actions in preferred sequences are co-created 
by both participants. For instance, pre-expansion enables first pair parts to elicit 
preferred second pair parts, second pair parts can shape themselves as performing 
preferred actions regardless of the fact, and delayed second pair parts allow pre-
emptive reformulation of first pair parts (Schegloff, 2007). Preferred actions are more 
frequently performed than dispreferred actions; however, the frequency of occurrence 
of preferred actions is considered as an evidence of preference not rationale (Schegloff, 
Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977). Conversational preference, thus, pertains to social and 
interactional features and structural characteristics of conversational sequences rather 
than psychological motives of individual participants.
The tasks in which the learners were engaged in the present study were 
collaborative tasks that involved discussion (Swain, 2000) about the grammaticality 
of English sentences, comprehension of reading passages, and reformulation of 
video stories. To be precise, paired learners solved the Test of English as a Foreign 
Language (TOEFL) grammar and reading-comprehension questions by giving answers 
and rationales for the given answers in one university and reconstructed video stories 
based on their joint notes in the other. 
In these tasks, as opposed to jigsaw or information-gap tasks (Ellis, 2003), the first 
speaker’s proposed answer is related to information or facts that the participants are 
assumed to have access to, and the second speaker’s response to the first speaker’s 
answer is also assumed to be related to the same information or facts. Therefore, as 
in ordinary conversations (Pomerantz, 1984b), when the first speaker does not receive 
a response, he or she may attempt to remedy the perceived communication problem 
by clarifying the initial claim, providing resources to establish a common ground for 
negotiation, or changing his or her position.  
The second speaker may suspend producing a relevant second pair part and instead 
perform a variety of delaying actions such as inter-turn gaps, minimal vocalizations, 
hedges, pro forma preferred actions, accounts, and requests for clarification and 
confirmation (Mori, 1999; Pomerantz, 1984a; Schegloff, 2007). When this occurs, the 
first speaker may take it as a potential disagreement (Pomerantz, 1984b) and react 
to it, say by backing down, in the third position. The second speaker’s suspension 
of expressing the stance, however, may indicate his or her reluctance to produce 
a response (Bilmes, 1988) rather than foreshadow a dispreferred next action, and it 
does not necessarily lead to disagreement but may result in agreement. An absence 
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of a preferred next action may be found in L2 learning situations when the second 
speaker has comprehension or production problems, in particular when searching 
for opportunities to present his or her opinion while maintaining discourse coherence 
(Houck & Fujii, 2005). 
Perhaps more than a few English as a foreign language (EFL) teachers have 
experienced that disclaimers such as “I don’t know” are produced by learners 
as indicators of ignorance or lack of understanding. However, in the interactional 
sociolinguistics perspective, this seemingly unmotivated, unintelligent expression is 
known to have an important role as a contextualization cue (Gumperz, 1982) for a 
learner to ask for assistance. Likewise, disclaimers are employed by Japanese EFL 
learners, which are contextualized and activated to perform various functions in 
various contexts (Sekigawa, 2010). The present study focused on how disclaimers are 
contextualized in L2 learners’ negotiation sequences and how the various functions of 
disclaimers contribute to learners’ L2 learning.
Method
Participants
Forty-nine Japanese EFL students between the ages of 18 and 22 participated in this 
study. Of these, 23 (5 males and 18 females; 14 first-year, 7 second-year, and 2 third-
year university students) were from the TOEFL Preparation Course at University A, 
and the remaining 26 (5 males and 21 females; all first-year students) were from the 
Video Story Course at University B. All the students consented to participate in the 
study before the data collection started and are referred to using pseudonyms in this 
paper.
The English proficiency of the TOEFL Preparation Course students was 430-500 
on the Institutional Testing Program (ITP) TOEFL. The students were majoring in 
business administration, economics, education, engineering, law, or literature. The 
English proficiency of the Video Story Course students was not measured with the 
TOEFL, but was assumed to be slightly higher than the average English proficiency 
of the learners in the TOEFL Preparation Course. These were majoring in tourism. 
Both the TOEFL Preparation Course and the Video Story Course were taught by the 
teacher/researcher. 
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Data Collection
Thirty sets of data were collected by recording the learners’ pair-work conversations 
eight times at University A in 2002, and six times at University B in 2003. The 
instruction by the teacher was given in English, and the learners were instructed to use 
English as much as they could. They were told not to worry about their performance 
when they were recorded because it was not a test. The teacher walked around the 
learners and monitored their pair-work activities, and found that there was not much 
difference in performance between the recorded and not recorded learners.
In the TOEFL Preparation Course, the learners answered multiple-choice 
grammaticality judgment and reading comprehension questions. First, instruction 
on the target grammatical structures was given by the teacher. Next, the learners 
worked on the exercises and discussed how they found an answer with a partner. 
Finally, the whole class checked the answers with the teacher. 
The Video Story Course was a content-based course that focused on various 
contemporary issues with the aim of improving the learners’ communicative language 
skills and raising their awareness of social issues. The learners watched a three-
minute video three times, took notes, and orally reconstructed the story with their 
partners based on their notes. Then, they watched the video two more times, filled in 
the missing pieces, and wrote up the reformulated story together. Their written work 
was collected at the end of the lesson. 
Results
The Second Speaker’s Reaction to the First Speaker’s Backdown
In a pair-work activity, when the second speaker reserves an immediate 
agreement with or support of the first speaker’s answer, the first speaker may take 
it as a potential disagreement and back down with a disclaimer “I don’t know.” So 
what action does the second speaker perform in response to the backdown in the 
subsequent turn? The data in both cases showed the first speaker’s backdown leads 
to the second speaker’s disagreement and agreement with the first speaker’s initial 
claim.
Presenting a Different Answer
Here is a case in which the second speaker presents a different answer to the 
first speaker’s backdown. In Extract 1, Ryo and Shin are answering a multiple-choice 
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reading comprehension question. When Ryo chose B for the answer, Shin thoughtfully 
utters hu:m twice. In response, Ryo backs down with “I don’t know.” After both 
learners laugh, Shin changes his role from a providee to provider and presents a 
different answer, A.
Extract 1 [Ryo-Shin: R5-E]
1 　Ryo I think, maybe B.
2 　Shin hu:m hu:m.
3 　Ryo I don’t know [hhhhh hhhhh
4 　Shin  　　[hhhhh hhhhh
5   kore  sunaoni  boku  wa  A  ni   shita
  thi    simply   I      Top     PT chose
6   n      da   kedo.
  Nom Cop but
  ‘I simply chose A for this.’
In the above instance, the second speaker provides neither an overt agreement nor 
a disagreement with the first speaker’s proposed answer, and the first speaker treats 
this as disagreement-implicative and backs down in the third position. Backdown in 
such a case displays the first speaker’s uncertainty about the initial claim, prepares for 
a possible compromise to resolve the misalignment that may be caused by the second 
speaker’s dispreferred action, and provides the next slot for the second speaker to 
present his or her view.
Accepting the Proposed Answer
Conversely, there are also cases in which the first speaker’s backdown leads to the 
second speaker’s agreement. In Extract 2, Ami and Chie are reformulating a video 
story in which Scott talks about his food shopping in Korea. Prior to this segment, 
Ami found the word “roko” (probably jotted down in Japanese) in her notes and asked 
Chie if it was the name of the farmers’ market. Chie suggests that it should be a “local” 
market. Ami, in response, issues a confirmation question, to which Chie backs down 
from her prior claim. Ami, however, enthusiastically agrees with Chie in the following 
turn.
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Extract 2 [Ami-Chie: V10-1]
1 　Chie eh? local market ja nai?=
  huh                 Tag
  ‘Huh? It’s a local market, right?’
2 　Ami =local tte  itteta?
          QT was.saying
  ‘Did {he} say local?’
3 　Chie wakan nai.=
  know  Neg
  ‘I don’t know.’
4 　Ami =ah soo.  [soo   soo.
    oh right right right
5   soo   desu     hhh
  right Cop.Pol
  ‘Oh, right. Right right. 
  You’re right. hhh’
Like backdown followed by disagreement, backdown followed by agreement 
demonstrates the first speaker’s uncertainty about the initial claim and room for a 
compromise with a different view, and provides an opportunity for the second speaker 
to present his or her opinion. However, even though the first speaker reacts to the 
second speaker’s disagreement-implicative response, why the second speaker reverses 
his or her stance is ambiguous. One possibility is that the second speaker gains space 
to reflect on the problem, adjusts his or her understanding, and determines his or 
her stance to the first speaker’s answer during the insert sequence that breaks the 
contiguity between the first speaker’s answer as the base first pair part and the 
second speaker’s agreement or acceptance as the base second pair part. 
The Second Speaker’s Disclaimer in Expanded Sequences
When paired learners come up with different answers, they may perform a variety 
of negotiating actions employing a disclaimer in expanded sequences. As illustrated 
in the previous section, a reservation of an immediate agreement or disagreement 
by the second speaker may occur in the next turn to the first speaker’s proposal of 
an answer. It is the first pair part of a post-first insert sequence, which is an other-
initiated repair sequence and addressed to the trouble source in the base first pair 
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part. Now the second speaker may produce a disclaimer after some turns in an 
expanded sequence. It is the first pair part of a pre-second insert sequence, which is 
a forward-directed sequence and establishes the resources necessary to produce the 
pending base second pair part (Schegloff, 2007). 
Some instances of a disclaimer of the latter case are examined. In Extract 3, Kyo 
and Momo are examining the grammaticality of the sentence, “The players on the 
winning team in the competition put forth a lot of effort” (adopted from Phillips, 2001). 
When Momo gives a judgment, Kyo does not immediately agree or disagree but 
performs several negotiating actions.
Extract 3 [Kyo-Momo: G3-1]
1 　Momo this sentence is correct.
2 　Kyo OH.
3 　Momo [I think.
4 　Kyo [na-  naze? put tte
   wh- why        Top
5   fukusuu kei   nakattakke.
  Plural   form not.exist.Pst.Q
  ‘Wh- why? Isn’t there a plural form of put?’
6 　Momo put wa put ° ja nai desu ka?°
      Top       Tag    Pol  Q
  ‘Put is put, right?’
7 　Kyo nanka sa:  kako kei   toka        wa
  well   FP  past form and.others Top
8   kawan  nai  yo ne. [kedo-
  change Neg FP FP  but
  ‘Well, the past form and others do
  not change, right? But,’
9 　Momo   　[put puts put?
10　Kyo ah:: wakan  nai. h [[hhhhh
  oh   know   Neg
  ‘Oh:: I don’t know. hhhhh’
11　Momo    [[hhhh
12　Kyo ano  sa: put wa:   katachi kawan nai
  well FP      Top  form    change Neg
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13         kedo    kako  kei    toka
  though past    form and.others
14  dattara. demo puts ni    naru
  Cop.if    but           PT  become
15  kara:   players deshoo?
  because          Tag
16  S  o-  S  ire     tara (.) ii
  ~s O  ~s  insert if        good
17  kana?
  Tag
  ‘Well, put does not change for the
  past form and others. But it
  becomes puts because {the 
  subject is} players, right? If we
  insert ~s, if we insert ~s, it
  becomes correct, right?’
18　Momo eh? chotto matte kudasai ne.
  huh a.little wait   please   FP
19  eh:to fukusuu kei     yattara are
  uh    plural   form Cop.if
20  desu  yo  ne?
  Cop  FP FP
  ‘Huh? Wait a second. Uh: if it’s
  plural, {for instance, the verb be}
  becomes are, right?’
21　Kyo ah gomen ano kore ah
  oh sorry   uh  this  uh
22  machigatta.      gomen





25  [da  to  omotteta.
  Cop QT thought
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  ‘Oh sorry, uh I was
  misunderstanding this. Sorry, I
  thought it was a third person- 
  third person singular form.’
26　Momo [ah:
  ‘Oh:’
Success in negotiating different views may depend on whether the co-participants 
can find the source of disagreement and how they provide an effective measure for 
resolving it. In the above extract, disagreement occurs from differing points of view 
that Momo and Kyo have concerning the verb tense; Momo sees the past tense in the 
sentence, while Kyo sees the present tense.
In response to Momo’s grammatical judgment, Kyo surprisingly responds with “OH.” 
When Momo backs down with “I think,” Kyo, in overlap with Momo’s utterance, 
requests an explanation with naze (why) of Momo’s judgment. She then immediately 
presents what she seems to consider a conflicting fact in a negative question form 
(lines 4-5). Momo treats Kyo’s utterance as a question and answers that the verb does 
not change form in the plural (line 6). Kyo shifts her viewpoint from plural to past and 
produces another fact that the verb does not change for the past form followed by the 
sentence-final particle ne, which serves as a request for agreement or confirmation 
(line 8). In response, Momo recites the present/past/past participle paradigm (Japanese 
EFL learners often memorize and recite the English irregular verb paradigm.) with 
~s attached to the past form and in a rising intonation, which serves as a request 
for confirmation of what Kyo is asking about (line 9). At this point, Kyo’s strategy 
of proffering grammar facts in question form has not brought about any change in 
Momo’s position. On the contrary, Momo’s positive response indicating the accuracy of 
Kyo’s account leads to Kyo’s disclaimer (line 10).
Her wakannai (I don’t know) does not simply function as an expression of ignorance 
about the use of the verb put, but displays her not agreeing with Momo’s answer. 
After both learners laugh, Kyo immediately returns to offering grammar explanations 
followed by tag-like expressions deshoo? and kana? at lines 12-17. In the explanations, 
she claims the first fact with the connective demo (but), contrasting the second fact in 
a subordinate clause with the connective kedo (though), as an account for disagreement 
marked by the connective particle kara (because) for her answer (line 16). Mori (1999), 
in her examination of structures of agreement and disagreement employed through 
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various connectives in Japanese conversation, noted that the connective demo marks 
a transition from the agreeing component to the disagreeing component in the 
agreement-plus-disagreement format (Pomerantz, 1984a) and introduces a different 
perspective as a disagreement with the prior speaker’s perspective. Kyo ratifies the 
second fact on which Momo bases her answer in an agreeing component and, with 
demo, introduces the first fact as a disagreement with Momo’s judgment. Moreover, 
placing the second fact in a subordinate clause with kedo indicates that the first fact in 
the main clause is more important to Kyo’s judgment that follows, and the clause that 
ends with kara explains why Kyo cannot agree with Momo’s judgment.
Now it becomes clear to Momo that Kyo has a different focus. She halts Kyo’s 
account (line 18) and produces a disagreeing account in which she points out the 
incompatibility of the plural subject and singular verb in her answer, drawing on an 
example of the verb be. At last, Kyo’s resolution in the following turn is to accept 
Momo’s claim, cancel her disagreement, and apologize for confusing third person 
singular and plural ~s (lines 21-25). Momo receives Kyo’s excuse with a change-of-state 
token ah: (oh:) (Heritage, 1984) and closes the sequence.
In some expanded sequences, both learners reserve agreement or disagreement 
with each other’s answers and negotiate their different views in a lively discussion. In 
Extract 4, Ami and Chie discuss what happened when Scott did not ask for a discount 
at the local farmers’ market in Seoul by challenging and backing down to the other’s 
claims.
Extract 4 [Ami-Chie: V10-2]
1 　Ami uh: Scott asked (0.5) discount 
2   [hhh
3 　Chie [discount hhh
4 　Ami she didn’t discount?
5 　Chie soo na  no?
  so  Cop Q
  ‘Is that so?’
6 　Ami wakan nai=
  know  Neg
7   =nanka omake    wa   shi te kure
    well   discount  Top  give
8   hen katta kedo:   nanka
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  Neg Pst    though like
9   [omake   o kureta n       ja nai no?
   free.gift O gave   Nom Tag
  ‘I don’t know. Well, though {she}
  did not give {him} a price discount,
  {she} gave {him} a free gift, right?’
10　Chie [yasai       o kureta?
   vegetable O gave
  ‘{She} gave {him} some
   vegetables?’
11　Ami wakan nai. wakan nai.
  know  Neg know  Neg
  ‘I don’t know. I don’t know.’
12　Chie hhh
13　Ami but she,
14　Chie nanka sore wa  nanka discount o
  well   it   Top like         　    O
15  shira  nakatta　toki ja nai no?=
  know  Neg.Pst  time Tag
  ‘Well, it was, like, when {Scott}
  didn’t know about the discount,
  right?’
16　Ami =ah:  [soo na   n?
    oh   so  Cop Q
  ‘Oh, is that so?’
17　Chie 　　 [Scott ga.
                  SP
  ‘Scott.’
18　Ami wakan nai.
  know  Neg
  ‘I don’t know.’
19　Chie wakan nai.
  know  Neg
  ‘I don’t know.’
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When Ami presents her understanding that Scott asked the old lady at the market 
for a discount, Chie repeats the word “discount.”Ami continues presenting her 
understanding of the story that the old lady did not give him a discount in a slightly 
rising tone, with which Chie does not agree or disagree but to which she issues a 
confirmation question. In response, Ami backs down with a disclaimer, but it does not 
cancel her prior utterance. She supplies additional information to support it, saying 
that the old lady did not give Scott a discount but gave him some sort of free gift, and 
solicits Chie’s response with a tag-like expression (lines 7-9). In overlap, Chie completes 
Ami’s turn with yasai o kureta ({she} gave {him} some free vegetables) with a rising 
intonation, which serves as a request for confirmation of Ami’s claim. 
What makes their negotiation complicated here is the use of the Japanese word 
omake. Ami uses it to mean a price discount (line 7) and a free gift (line 9). The 
difference in the use of the word draws two different viewpoints, although both Ami 
and Chie assume that the old lady gave him some free vegetables.
In response to Chie’s request for confirmation, Ami backs down with disclaimers 
again (line 11). After Chie responds with some laughs, Ami initiates an utterance 
with “but she” (line 13). Chie, however, without waiting for Ami to complete her 
turn, provides a disagreeing account (lines 14-15 and 17) that it was when Scott did 
not know about the discount, which qualifies Ami’s claim. Ami, in response, requests 
confirmation (line 16) of Chie’s claim and produces a disclaimer (line 18). Chie then 
backs down in the following turn (line 19). 
Discussion
When a disclaimer appears some turns after the base first pair part in expanded 
sequences, its function and emerging environment seem different from those of a 
backdown disclaimer in a third position. One speculation from the examinations of the 
extended negotiation sequences is that a disclaimer may emerge when its producer 
has found a potential source of disagreement. In Extract 3, for instance, Kyo produced 
it to Momo’s proposed answer when she believed that Momo was focusing on the 
past tense of the verb put and presents her account based on the grammar fact 
that the verb does not change for the past. In Extract 4, both Ami and Chie had the 
same understanding in that the old lady at the local market gave Scott some free 
vegetables, but did not agree about whether the old lady gave him a price discount 
or not. Ami assumed that the old lady did not give him a price discount but gave 
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him some free vegetables; whereas Chie assumed that the old lady did give him a 
price discount when he asked for it, and gave him some free vegetables when he 
did not ask for a discount. Ami uttered disclaimers when Chie claimed that Scott 
received free vegetables when he did not know about the discount. Their difference 
was not resolved in this sequence, but at least the problem point was clarified in their 
discussion. In fact, it was resolved in agreement after the second viewing of the video. 
Chie recalled in the second try of the reconstruction of the story that the old lady “gave 
cucumbers and carrots to Scott for free if he didn’t say discount,” and Ami recalled 
that “first Scott asked for discount” but later the old lady “put some carrots and 
cucumbers” when “he didn’t ask for discount.”
As seen in these instances, when a disclaimer which suspends the production of a 
relevant second pair part occurs some turns after the first pair part in an expanded 
sequence, it may be preceded by some other negotiation devices such as minimal 
vocalizations, repeats, requests for clarification or confirmation, or accounts or 
elaborations of a prior claim. The producer of a disclaimer seems to probe a potential 
source of disagreement while employing these devices and, when it is identified, 
express it with “I don’t know.” In other words, a disclaimer is likely to be produced 
in a slot where its producer feels safe to take the risk of marking the problem point 
that may be causing the disagreement. In such environments, disclaimers can serve 
as a learning tool, allowing learners to interact with other learners to solve problems 
in L2 learning that neither of them would have been able to solve alone. This implies 
that producing a disclaimer is not an unimportant action that shows no evidence of 
learners’ motivation, participation, knowledge, or understanding, but plays an active 
role in their L2 learning and communication. 
L2 learners’ disclaimers trigger some of the same sequential resources that are 
found in ordinary conversations, such as performing agreement and disagreement; 
providing elaboration, qualification; justification of a prior claim; requesting 
confirmation or clarification; or challenging the other’s view; reserving the stance 
toward the issue in discussion; signifying a potential source of disagreement; co-
constructing turns intersubjectively (Hayashi, 2003; Lerner, 2004); establishing 
necessary resources to carry out further negotiation; and proposing an alternative 
answer. Through these actions, the learners attend to language form, negotiate 
meaning, and solve problems for L2 learning just as people use language to solve 
problems in their daily lives.
It is significant that these findings are achieved by microanalysis of learner 
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language, as also demonstrated in many previous studies on L2 conversations (e.g., 
Gardner & Wagner, 2004; Markee & Kasper, 2004, Richards & Seedhouse, 2005; Wong, 
2010), which explicates various actions performed by L2 learners/users interacting 
with each other such as those performed with a disclaimer shown in the present 
study and clarifies aspects of linguistic and social processes of L2 learning and use.
To continue with this line of work, future research may need to explore the 
following points. As the participants in the present study were limited to 49 EFL 
learners in two Japanese universities, a larger number of L2 learners/users needs to 
be examined in order to see whether other L2 learners/users produce disclaimers in 
conversations in and out of the classrooms.
Further, the focus in the present study was on the roles of disclaimers in negotiation 
sequences. Studies on other verbal and nonverbal expressions may have the potential 
to support the findings of the present study and also reveal different aspects of the 
linguistic and social interactions between L2 learners/users.
Finally, there were occurrences of L1 and L2 disclaimers in the present study. 
Further studies on these L1 and L2 disclaimers may be necessary to clarify their 
similarities and differences in use and to analyze the process of L2 learning by 
performing actions with such L1 and L2 disclaimers.
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Appendix
Transcription Conventions for Conversation Analysis
Transcription Conventions
co:lon  lengthening of the preceding sound or syllable
co::lon  a more prolonged stretch
CAPITAL loud talk
underline emphasis 
°soft°  speech in soft voice
.  falling intonation (final)
?  rising intonation (final)
,  continuing intonation (non-final)




(1.0)  silence measured in seconds
hhh  hearable aspirations or laughing
‘idiomatic’ idiomatic translation
{   }   words or phrases in idiomatic translation which are not explicitly 
stated in Japanese utterances
Transcription Conventions for Japanese Grammatical Analysis
Cop  copulative verb (e.g., da)
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FP  sentence-final particle (e.g., ne, yo)
LK  nominal linking particle (no)
Neg  negative (e.g., nai)
Nom  nominalizer (e.g., no, n)
O  object marker (o)
Pol  politeness marker (e.g., masu)
Pst  past tense marker (e.g., -ta)
PT  other particles
Q  question particle (e.g., ka, no)
QT  quotative particle (to, -tte)
SP  subject particle (ga)
Tag  tag-like expression (e.g., deshoo, janai)
Top  topic particle (wa)
